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clothL. None but those who had been apprenticed, or
' legally brought up ', were permitted to purchase stands in
the official halls 2; and those who were not lawful clothiers
used to assemble in Potter's Field, whence originated a
third hall bearing the significant title of Tom Paine halls.
The official halls viewed with jealousy their upstart rival
and, in order to prevent merchants frequenting it, they
changed the hour of the market, holding it at the same time
as the Tom Paine hall. Eventually the white cloth hall
was constrained to admit all clothiers to its privileges whether
they had served an apprenticeship or not4. The same
procedure was observed in the halls as in the open market;
but a practice had now developed for cloth to be sold which
had never been ' pitched ' (exposed for sale) in the market5.
In these cases the working clothier would carry a single
piece of cloth to the hall as a sample, and the merchant gave
orders for others to be made according to the pattern shown6.
When the cloths were ready they were brought to the
merchant's house without ever coming into the halls7.
Sometimes merchants themselves gave out patterns, but
the manufacturer who made goods to order was considered
equally an independent clothier with the one who worked
on his own lines and exposed his cloth for sale in the halls8.
Response The cloth exposed for sale in the Yorkshire markets was
merchants bought in the rough state, fulled but undressed. The mer-
for finish- chant himself assumed responsibility for the final processes
of cloth-making; and the cloth was dressed in his own
workshop or committed to a master dresser9. Here it
underwent the various processes known as ' cloth-working'—
raising and cropping the ' nap ' until a smooth finish had
been imparted to the surface. The Yorkshire merchant was
1 Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 8.	a Ibid. 10.
8 Also called Albion hall: ibid. 66, 200-201.
* Ibid. 201, 206.	5 Ibid. 58.	« Ibid. 93, 173.
7	Ibid. 159.
8	Ibid. 202.    The hall at Huddersfield was not managed by trustees
like the halls at Leeds.   It was private property and the owner exacted a
toll   from the clothiers,  who were admitted to it without regard to
apprenticeship or service:  ibid. 221.    Also at Halifax the lord of the
manor drew a revenue from the sale of cloth in his market: Watson,
History of Halifax (1775), 68 ; Eden, The State of the Poor (1797), iii. 821.
9	Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 7, 49, 153, 225, 237.

